Assuring the Evolution to 5G: 4G Extensions, 5G Non-Standalone, Native 5G

5G Core

- EIR
- AUSF
- UDM
- AMF
- SMF
- PCF
- UPF
- NSSF
- N16
- N31wF
- N31
- N3
- N2
- N1

Common Functions

- Any NF
- NRF
- UDSF

Spirent Virtual Test Agents (VTAs) emulate network functions, devices and user activity so you can test and assure your evolution to 5G across the service lifecycle — from the lab to the production network. Our VTAs provide comprehensive support for the functions depicted in this poster (and many more!). Contact Spirent to learn more.

Spirent Test Platforms

Platforms for hosting Virtual Test Agents when NFVi and white boxes are not available or over-the-air testing is required.

Learn more about 5G solutions from Spirent: www.spirent.com/Solutions/5g-network-testing